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Abstract 
 

Wildlife ecologists and biologists recapture deer to collect tracking data from deer collars or 

wait for a drop-off of a deer collar construction that is automatically detached and disconnected. 

The research teams need to manage a base camp with medical trailers, helicopters, and 

airplanes to capture deer or wait for several months until the deer collar drops off of the deer’s 

neck. We propose an intelligent robust base-station research with a low-cost and time saving 

method to obtain recording sensor data from their collars to a listener node, and readings are 

obtained without opening the weatherproof deer collar. We successfully designed the and 

implemented a robust base station system for automatically collecting data of the collars and 

listener motes in harsh wilderness environments. Intelligent solutions were also analyzed for 

improved data collections and pattern predictions with drone-based detection and tracking 

algorithms. 

 

 

Keywords: Intelligence, Vision Detection, Base Station, Data Collection, Harsh 
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1. Introduction 

Monitoring the spread of disease among deer can help biologists and ecologists manage the 

populations, and they often investigate their movement patterns, locations, and interaction 

behavior. Wildsense [1] was verified to successfully collect and retrieve the fine-grained data, 

necessary for monitoring the frequent interactions of wild deer, by retrieving data every 20 s 

using a DTN(Delay tolerant networking) [1, 2] algorithm installed and operating on the deer 

collars with the GPS and the RF-radio sensor in a wild harsh environment area. We installed 

a mechanism on the deer collars that were programmed to automatically detach the collar 

construction for falling off from the deer’s neck and being retrieved. Wildlife ecologists and 

biologists [3, 4] need to wait to collect the collar data for several months or several years until 

the detachment of the deer collars. 

The previous research emphasized the collar node’s functionality, importance, and aspects 

of our software and hardware system design. The collar node collected location and contact 

information with fault tolerance properties and enables effective operation in harsh real-world 

environments. However, the previous research lacked investigations of data collection with 

time saving and low-cost methods for base stations during the deployment period. Ecologists 

and biologists, sometimes, recapture the same deer to continually keep tracking the health 

status or collect behavior data. To collect data of collar nodes is required to manage an 

expensive experiment including a base camp with medical trailers, helicopters, and airplanes 

to capture deer or to spend much time waiting for several months until the deer collar drops 

off of the deer’s neck. 

In this paper, we designed an intelligent robust base-station research and implemented a 

base station system using a method that is more low-cost and involves less waiting time to 

obtain recording sensor data from their collars. Readings are intelligently obtained without 

opening the recaptured deer’s collar or during the experiment period when deer, wearing the 

collar nodes, would be likely to walk by or stand near. We mostly considered the light weight 

and hardware design of the deer collars since they were easy installed, and the deer continued 

carrying the collar in the one-month period for harsh outdoor areas. We also focused on the 

robustness in our system and power consumption of collar and listener nodes for the wildness 

environments. We tested our listener nodes with each of the six deer collars which recorded 

sensor data. 

This paper makes the following important contributions. First, Wildsense is a low-cost 

system that is highly robust and fault tolerant in harsh outdoor wilderness environments. Each 

collar costs less than $450 US Dollar (USD) and a listener node costs less than $100 USD with 

the existing low-performance and low-cost wireless sensors. A wildlife collar for harsh 

environments costs several thousand dollars in the real world [5]. Location and interaction 

information is automatically replicated and propagated so that an animal’s information can be 

retrieved in part even if that animal’s collar is lost. Second, Wildsense allows intelligently for 

early data collection in a timely manner. Our previous research lacked investigations of an 

intelligent base station system with time saving methods during the deployment period. 

Investigators do not have to wait until the collars fall off and are collected at the end of a 

deployment to collect some data about interactions.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the background 

research. Section 3 describes the hardware and software design of the system. Section 4 

describes the details of the Wildsense deployment in a wildness area and the data collection 

process. Section 5 provides a detailed evaluation of the data we collected from our deployment. 
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We describe the intelligent research with advanced data collection and analysis methods in 

section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. Background Research 

Wildsense: We have designed and implemented the Wildsense [1] system to monitor wild 

deer interaction behavior in rugged wilderness. Wildsense combined the functionalities of both 

GPS and RF(Radio Frequency)-radio sensors installed in the deer collars. We have 

demonstrated how our system could function robustly enough to be used in current-day 

research of wildlife scientists seeking to monitor the spread of disease among deer populations. 

In contrast to existing commercial systems, our system provides the following three major 

enhancements in the area of wild animal monitoring. Wildsense was shown to successfully 

collect and retrieve the fine-grained data, necessary for monitoring the frequent interaction of 

wild deer, by retrieving the data every 20 s from the deer collars. We demonstrated how our 

system successfully monitored the six collared deer’s movement patterns and interaction 

behaviors as they reconnected and interacted with each other: sometimes with the deer from 

the same herd, and other times with deer from different herds. Our system found that deer in 

the same herd frequently interact with each other on average approximately 25% each day 

within a one-month period. Deer from different herds were found to infrequently interact with 

each other, only one or two times within a one-month period, for an average of 40 min. Our 

study also showed that even if a deer collar is not retrievable, our system can still record and 

measure some of the lost deer’s location and interaction data using our DTN algorithm that is 

run on each deer’s collar. Our system was ultimately found to operate robustly in an outdoor 

rugged wilderness environment for the duration of the research study.  

Communication and RSSI: DTN offers a method to relay and collect data in networks 

that are not always connected. A store and carry forward concept has also been implemented 

by researches [2, 6-9] where disconnected nodes in the field may be accessed by cattle and the 

information is relayed back to a sink situated. We adopt a similar DTN-based approach [1] for 

relaying data because it is particularly well suited to the intermittent contacts between free-

ranging wild deer. We also investigated LoRa [10] that can exploit its low cost, low power, 

and long range capabilities in non-urban environments. We mostly considered the light weight 

and hardware design of the deer collars since they were easy installed and the deer continued 

carrying the collar in the one-month period as well as robustness in our system and power 

consumption of collar and listener nodes for the Wildness environments. 

The received signal strength indicator (RSSI) is a way for estimating the distance between 

a transmitter and receiver [11-14]. Jurdak et al. [13] have illustrated the advantage of using 

RSSI ranging along with GPS to decrease uncertainty of position for outdoor mobile sensor 

networks. RSSI has also been used to switch on stationary cameras deployed in the wild when 

monkeys fitted with collars are detected nearby [14]. 

White-Tailed Deer Ecological Researches: White-tailed deer ecological research [3, 4, 

15] used  GPS-based systems for tracking their movement patterns and interaction behaviors 

among a different group and the same group. The deer moves within a small range of several 

kilometers and frequently interact with each other in the same group. We verified our system’s 

feasibility by comparing the results collected in our system. 
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3. System Design 

We describe how each part of our software and hardware system was designed and built to 

successfully deploy this base station and collar node experiment, as shown in Fig. 1. The 

software has to operate without performance reduction or failure over several months. The 

hardware must be sufficiently weather proof to endure exposure to the elements in the harsh 

outdoor environments. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Base station data collection between a deer collar node and a listener node 

3.1 Data Collection Design 

Tracking and interaction: Our system combines the functionalities of both RF-radio and 

GPS sensors with minimal-resource and low-cost MICAz motes [16] and is able to operate 

robustly for a period of up to several months for continual tracking and monitoring of locations 

and interaction behaviors of wild deer. We utilized time synchronization based on 

ETA(Elapsed Time on Arrival) [17] to measure time differences in the collar nodes. 

 

 
Fig. 2.  System architecture between a collar and listener node 
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Fig. 2 shows our system’s architecture that was designed to monitor deer’s locations and 

interactions with each other through the use of deer collar nodes and a stationary listener node. 

The collar node collects GPS-based locations and interaction behavior data via RF radio 

signals within a 30-m range and RSSI, transferred one point data every 6 s. A VHF radio was 

also installed in each collar node, allowing the collar to be located from its VHF beacon within 

a maximum 8-km range. The VHF sender board was also programmed to signal to the deer 

collar to detach on a specific date, approximately 4 weeks after install. A VHF beacon board 

emits low level and minimal battery power usage signals every second in each deployed deer 

collar node. VHF cannot be utilized for recording contact information that involves 

exchanging data packets as it uses analog signals. We recorded the point when we first detected 

the sound and continued driving until we found the point at which the signal disappeared. With 

this method, the deer collars in our experiment detached and then fell on the ground as the deer 

continued to move about. The data recorded on the deer collar nodes is also collected by a 

stationary listener node whenever deer, wearing the collar, pass by or stand within a 30-m 

range from the listener node. We describe below each component of our system’s software 

design, and how it operates with the collar and listener nodes. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Relationship between collar received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and distance 

 

We use the radio to measure approximate distance between the two interacting deer collar 

nodes. Although the indicator cannot measure the specific distance between two nodes, the 

signal strength can be used to calculate the distance within two levels of ranges: a 10-m and a 

30-m range. In the beginning phase of our experiment, in which we captured and then released 

the deer back into the wild, wearing our collars, we determined that the RF radio signal at 0 

dBm could communicate with neighbor collar signals within a 30-m range, and at a height of 

1 m (the approximate height of each deer’s neck). Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the 

radio strength and the distance measured between the two collars. The Fig. 3 shows a series 

of boxplots, with the x-axis indicating the distance between nodes plotted against the radio 

signal frequency on the y-axis. 

The rectangular boxes plot the radio signal within + or − one standard deviation based on 

the average signal for that distance, and the whiskers of the box extend to the minimum and 

maximum radio signals for that distance. Although the signal strength appears to vary 

randomly across many of the distances, we discovered a pattern, shown in this graph, in which 

two different thresholds for approximating the distance between the collars emerged. A 
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threshold of a 220 strength signal can be used to determine that two collar nodes are within 10 

m of each other; any signal less than 220 strength meant the collars were within a 30 m distance 

range. We also tested the relationship between radio signal and node distance, of our nodes 

uncovered, and unattached to the deer, and discovered that without the collar covering the 

nodes, the signal strength was consistently higher at every distance point. When we did an 

RSSI test, using only an uncovered MICAz mote, the reasonable threshold was 230, but this 

threshold is reduced when the node is covered by the collar, as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  RSSI performance comparison between with and without the collar 

 

Data collection: Data collection was achieved through two different means. First, we 

installed stationary listener nodes in different outdoor locations where deer, wearing the collar 

nodes, would be likely to walk by or stand near. When a collar node detects the presence of a 

listener mode, that is, when they are within 30-m proximity of each other, the collar node drops 

into listener mode, whereby it seeks to transfer its current DTN table to the listener as well as 

dump the contents of its flash log to the listener. The flash contents are transferred in 64-byte 

message chunks to the listener. 

This method is robust to the deer walking out of the range of listener while the data is being 

transferred. In this case, only a partial snapshot of the flash contents is retrieved, though this 

is still useful to provide a timely understanding of how the experiment is proceeding. Both the 

collar nodes and the listener nodes were programmed to communicate with each other every 

6 s whenever they were within a 30-m proximity of each other. When the deer collar nodes 

were within range of the listener nodes, the listener nodes could passively collect both the 

DTN table data and as much of the flash data as could be downloaded from the collar nodes 

within the 6-s signal period. The collar node data was collected by the listener node, with a 

passive method—without having to open the deer collars to remove the hardware. 

Contact rates at the sub-minute granularity were captured using MICAz RF-radio 

communication. In the beacon mode, the radios would beacon by default every 20 s, duty 

cycling to save power by staying up 5 s and sleeping 15 s in the sleeping mode. When one deer 

come into a close range, the collar node begins sending DTN table data with the other node 

every 6 seconds. If a collar node hears a listener node, it drops out of beaconing mode and into 

Listener mode. When a collar comes to a listener node into a close range, the listener node 

drops into Listener mode and begins receiving DTN table data every 6 seconds. These different 

states are outlined in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5.  State diagram of listener node communication 

 

3.2 Hardware Design 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Listener nodes and collar nodes 

 

We deployed six nodes on deer collars and 14 stationary listener nodes in various locations in 

the outdoor prairie wilderness area as shown in Fig. 6. The 14 stationary listener nodes each 

included a MICAz mote, and were assembled within a waterproof plastic box. In the section 

below we describe the features of the equipment we used in the assembly of the listener nodes.  

 

 
Fig. 7.  Listener node with a case 
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The case of the listener node was not needed to be as robustly constructed as the collar 

sensor node since it was installed in a stationary location, as shown in Fig. 7. We designed it 

to be waterproof, however, to prevent water from snow seeping in to the electronics. In the 

listener case we placed a spongy cushion, on which we installed the MICAz mote, and then 

covered the mote with bubble wrap. We connected the MICAz mote to two 1.6V c-cell 

batteries since the listeners were not required to be deployed for a long time, and covered it 

with bubble wrap and sponge to prevent it from dislodging due to shock. The covered listener 

nodes were deployed in the outdoor prairie area for a one-week period, with no operating 

issues. 

4. Deployment 

Our deployment of base station and collar nodes on wild deer consisted of the following steps: 

collar node deployment, listener node deployment, collar node collection, and listener node 

collection in the wilderness area. 

4.1 Collar Node Deployment 

Our deployment of collar nodes on wild deer consisted of base camp setup, a small search 

airplane, deer capture by helicopters, installation of collars on deer, and the release of deer. 

We built a base camp in the wilderness area and conducted an airplane search for wild deer 

that were then caught using two helicopters. The 20 members of the research team consisted 

of ecologists, biologists, a ranger to manage the park, and engineers. The team arrived at the 

wilderness area at approximately 7 a.m. on the first day of the experiment, and searched for a 

reasonable place to build the base camp. After choosing a suitable area for the base camp, the 

team brought in a deer searching airplane, two helicopters, fueling trucks, and a medical truck. 

In order to capture the free-range deer, we first needed to locate the deer, but the wilderness 

area was quite large and not easy to quickly search. Although the helicopter could have been 

used to both locate the deer and capture them, it requires much more fuel than an airplane and 

is limited in the time it can be airborne between fueling stops. It was not feasible or economical 

to use the helicopters for searching for the deer, thus we utilized a small search airplane to 

locate free-range deer in the large area surrounding the base camp. The search plane flew over 

the wilderness area for long periods of time, and when it finally located any deer, the researcher 

in the plane notified the team at base camp of the deer’s location. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Deer being carried into the medical trailer 
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Up to two helicopters were used to capture the deer after the search plane notified the pilots 

of the locations of one or multiple deer. The researcher, from the helicopter, gave the deer the 

drug that quickly made the deer lethargic and motionless. The researcher then bound the deer’s 

legs and blindfolded the deer. Biologists gave it a general checkup and then the collar was 

installed on the neck of the captured deer in Fig. 8. They released the deer back into the 

wilderness area. 

4.2 Listener Node Deployment 

 

 
Fig. 9.  Listener node deployment near a water tank 

 

For our listener node deployment, we asked ecologists, who were familiar with the area and 

deer’s habits, to advise us on the best locations in which to install our listener nodes. We 

utilized fourteen listener nodes to cover a wider area than one node’s communication area and 

improve the probability for data collection from deer collar nodes on the locations. We 

deployed the 14 listener nodes in areas where the ecologists expected deer—including those 

wearing our collars—to congregate or visit. We deployed our listener nodes to collect data 

from the six deer collars in four places. We deployed our listener nodes near a water tank, as 

shown in Fig. 9, and on a tree, as shown in Fig. 10. We also installed the listener nodes on two 

different location’s fences, as shown in Fig. 11, and on the medical trailer truck, as shown in 

Fig. 12. There were several water tanks in the area, many different fences and many trees to 

choose from, as would be expected.  

 

 
Fig. 10.  Listener node deployment on a tree 
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Fig. 11.  Listener node deployment on fences 

 

 

 
Fig. 12.  Listener node deployment on medical trailer trunk 

 

Thus, in order to find the best position to install our listener nodes, we used a VHF 

searching method. While walking across the land in search of a dropped-of collar whose signal 

we had detected, we hand-carried the receiver and a small antenna attached to it, as shown in 

Fig. 13. The deer collars include a VHF signal beacon and we could approximately locate 

them using a VHF receiver. We used a VHF receiver, which can detect the sender within about 

8 km, and could approximate the location of the deer with our collars. Using the VHF 

receiver’s antenna, we could approximate the location of the deer by the intensity of the 

receiver’s beeping signal the closer it got to the deer’s collars. We installed a total of 14 listener 

nodes near the locations where we received the strongest VHF signal: two nodes on the water 

tank; one node in the tree, five nodes each on two different fences, and; one node on the truck. 

At the end of the week in which we tested these listener nodes, we retrieved all of them from 

their various locations. 

Normally, wildlife ecologists and biologists capture and recapture deer to track their health 

and disease status as described in the collar node deployment section. The listener node 

installed on the truck was used to test a simulated recapturing method for future use for wildlife 

researchers. We tested our listener node-recapturing method with each of the six deer we had 

captured and collared. Although this was only a simulation in that our experiment did not 

provide the time to capture and recapture deer, the procedure we employed would be the same 

with recaptured deer. Deer with collars could be recaptured to collect newly obtained health 

status data and recorded sensor data from their collars in a 20-min period, and readings could 

be obtained without opening the recaptured deer’s collar. Once the deer’s data was collected 

from its collar by the listener node, it could be rereleased into the wild with its collar still 

deployed. Fig. 12, shows the truck with the listener node adjacent to the medical personnel 

examining the deer. 
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4.3 Collar Collection 

We began collecting the detached deer collars in the Soapstone prairie land, after three weeks 

into the project. The deer collars had all been deployed with a VHF beacon attached to them. 

We used a VHF receiver that picks up the signal from the senders to locate the collars. Each 

individual collar had been programmed with a unique VHF frequency. Fig. 13 shows the 

equipment we used to locate the deer collars: a VHF receiver; a GPS device, and; a pair of 

binoculars. Two team members covered the deployment area by driving back and forth across 

the land on dirt roads, attempting to pick up the signals from the six different collars. The truck 

had an antenna attached to the roof, which could pick up the deer collar signals more easily. 

As we drove, we were able to search for the six different collars by continually cycling through 

the frequency numbers on the receiver to the six programmed collar-sender frequencies until 

a signal was identified. The VHF signal covers a wide range of up to 8 km in radius. The 

receiver could detect whether the VHF beacon’s signal was coming from a collar still attached 

to a deer’s neck or from a collar that had already dropped off of a deer’s neck. If the receiver 

registered one beep per second it indicated to us that the collar was still attached to the deer’s 

neck. When the beep signal was detected at a rate of twice a second, this indicated that the 

collar had dropped off of the deer’s neck, because there was no longer a body barrier or any 

movement of the deer interfering with the signal. Once we could identify a signal coming from 

one deer’s detached collar, we recorded the point when we first detected the sound and 

continued driving until we found the point at which the signal disappeared. Based on these 

two points, we mapped out a circular area on which the collar could be found. We then drove 

back to the center of the circle and got off the truck to walk back and forth across the area until 

we located the collar. We spent approximately 80 percent of our search time traversing across 

the prairie land on foot in order to locate the detached collars. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Collar locating equipment 

 

While walking across the land in search of a dropped-of collar whose signal we had 

detected, we hand-carried the receiver and a small antenna attached to it. We continued to hold 

the antenna and point it in the direction of which we were getting the loudest signal as we 

searched the area. Sometimes the VHF signal would suddenly get weaker as we walked in the 

direction of the original because of land barriers, such as hills and valleys. For this reason we 

had to continually check for the strongest signal and keep traversing the area with the antenna 

held high in front of us as we searched for the collar. 
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5. Data Analysis 

We have analyzed listener and collar data retrieved from nodes. Our evaluation focused on 

analyzing node robustness without performance reduction or failure, and interaction data over 

time. 

Listener Node: Initially in the experiment we were advised by the ecologists of where to 

place our stationary listener nodes, based on their assumed knowledge of where they expected 

the deer to most frequently visit. We placed 13 listener nodes at the places identified by the 

ecologists: fences on the prairie land, a water tank and in trees out on the prairie. Unfortunately 

none of the six deer passed by these listener node locations, and so we were unable to collect 

any data from these nodes. However, we placed the fourteenth listener node on the base camp 

truck and simulated while walking by or standing near. When a deer wearing a collar node is 

brought to base camp, the GPS tracking and interaction data collected to date on the deer’s 

collar can be read passively by the listener node without having to open the collar and dump 

the data. 

During the simulation method, we found that we could collect 200 data points (a maximum 

of eight days of GPS information, one data point collection every 6 s) within 20 min. Each 

collar node records GPS location sensor data directly on the flash every hour, as well as 

interaction data when two deer come into close range. The GPS location data collected from 

the recaptured deer could inform the biologists and ecologists of where the deer had visited 

recently so that we can then place additional listener nodes in those places. 

We evaluated robustness among the weather-proof base stations and collar nodes in various 

different types of terrain or weather in rugged, harsh outdoor environments for one month. Our 

system functioned and operated flawlessly throughout the 30-day experiment period. We also 

collected data points from deer collar node through a one-month deployed listener node with 

RF-radio communication after finishing the experiment without opening weather-proof deer 

collar. The listener node received all the data points (2484 points with interaction data) from 

the collected collar node without any communication loss. We evaluated the hardware 

robustness of both listener and collar nodes in outdoor wildness environments. 

Furthermore, the method can be extremely valuable for wildlife biologists and ecologists 

when monitoring deer behavior for extended periods of time. For instance, perhaps deer collars 

could be designed to not detach and fall from the deer’s necks so that a deer could be tracked 

for months at a time. Also, once more accurate locations are found in which to deploy the 

listener nodes, the deer could remain in the wild and the data could intermittently be read by 

the stationary listener nodes. 

Interaction Distance: We analyzed the interaction distance between two deer who were 

captured at the same time from the same herd. We have also analyzed the possible distance 

between deer during their interaction using a combination of RF-radio communication data 

and radio strength value (RSSI). Whenever the deer shared their DTN data, the nodes recorded 

that the deer were within 30 m of each other. In addition, they also recorded the RSSI value of 

the signal and stored that data on the flash. If the radio strength value was higher than a 220 

threshold strength, the two deer were known to be interacting with each other within a 10-m 

range, as shown in Fig. 3. When the RSSI value was measured to be less than 220 strength, 

we could only know that the deer were somewhere within the 30-m RF-radio signal range of 

each other. We calculated the proportion of time the deer’s distance proximity was within a 

known 10-m range or a 30-m range, as shown in Table 1. We compared these two percentages 

for deer from the same herd with deer who were from different groups, and found that for deer 

within a 30-m range of each other, the deer from the same herd were slightly more frequently 

found to be within a 10-m range of each other than the deer from different groups (14%, from 
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same herd; 12% from different groups). In addition to the geographic locations of deer, we are 

also able to track the movement of individual deer over time. 

 
Table 1. Interaction distance proximity: deer from same herd vs. different herd 

RSSI Within 10 m Within 30 m 

Same herd (%) 14.3% 85.7% 

Different herd (%) 12.8% 87.2% 

 

Scientific Inquiry: Ecologists and biologists on our team were very impressed with the 

results of our experiment in tracking and recording deer’s location, movement and interaction. 

As demonstrated in this section, Wildsense allows scientists to study social behavior of 

animals in their natural habitat with minimal intervention. While location tracking was feasible 

from earlier telemetry systems, the ability to record interactions at much finer time granularity, 

the ability to gather data about lost animals, the potential to analyze the data before an 

experiment is completed, as well as robustness and low cost are some of the unique 

characteristics of Wildsense. In particular, research related to monitoring the spread of 

contagious diseases among deer herds that some of the scientists in our team are involved in 

will benefit significantly from Wildsense. 

6. Intelligence Solutions for Collections and Data Analysis 

6.1 Drone-based Vision Detections 

 

 
Fig. 14.  Intelligent drone-based object vision detections for deer group identifications 

 

Existing methods for detecting the wild deer that wore sensors within a range of 8 km had 

limitations, such as a passive approach and a long detection time. To solve these problems, 

this study proposed a drone-based detection method for the rapid and automatic tracking of 

the deer as shown in Fig. 14. A VHF receiver is used to identify, approach a deer within a 

range of 8 km in a wild environment, and obtain a signal from the sensor worn by it. If the 

collar node is confirmed within a range of 8 km based on the VHF receiver, the location of the 
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node should be quickly identified for approach. Although existing methods confirm the 

location of deer within a range of 8 km based on VHF receivers, they detect the location of 

deer by a passive approach depending on the signals received from VHF receivers and human 

eyesight. For this reason, these methods are considerably time consuming. On the other hand, 

drones can be employed as better alternatives [18-22]  to human eyesight to automatically 

identify and detect the location of deer in the air in a shorter time. 

VisDrone research [21, 22] compared the performance of object detection algorithms 

learned by VisDrone-Datasets, which were Vision datasets obtained by drones under different 

heights and location conditions. These object detection datasets applied manual annotations to 

ten categories, including people, bicycles, and automobiles. They examined the performance 

of object detection algorithms which learnt the VisDrone-DET2018 dataset [21] and the 

VisDrone-DET2019 dataset [22] and found that HAL-Retina-Net, DP-Net, DPNet-ensembel, 

RRNet, and ACM-OD were among the ~70 algorithms that exhibited higher performance than 

the other algorithms. 

HAL-Retina-Net is an object detection algorithm based on Retina-Net [24], which 

combines ResNet with FPN [23]. It contains the pyramid structure of Retina-Net adjusted to 

facilitate the detection of objects based on low-resolution image data obtained from drones. It 

includes Soft-NMS [25] and bounding box voting in the post-processing step to increase the 

detection accuracy. In addition, it applies a hybrid attention mechanism based on the squeeze 

and excitation module [26] and downsample-upsample [27]. 

DP-Net and DP-Net-ensemble are object detection algorithms that employ FPN to learn R-

CNN-based algorithms, such as faster R-CNN [28] and Cascade R-CNN [29]. Both object 

detection algorithms can provide a feature quantification function based on RoIAlign [30] that 

replaces RoIPooling and detects multiple-scale objects in different sizes. They apply Soft-

NMS and NMS to the predicted box selection of the detected objects. 

ACM-OD is an object detection algorithm based on faster R-CNN applying FPN. Initially, 

this algorithm localizes small objects by learning in the chip area [31] where ground truth 

samples are concentrated. Subsequently, it performs patch-level augmentation to reduce class 

imbalance and high false positive (FP) ratio and repeats the entire process to increase the 

performance of object detection. Methods [32] to increase the accuracy of this algorithm by 

changing the scales and aspect ratios and applying box voting to a post-processing step instead 

of the existing learning method have also been developed and applied to this algorithm. 

RR-Net is a Center-Net [33] object detection algorithm that uses CNN to predict the center 

points and sizes of class objects. It creates a coarse bounding box based on the predicted center 

points and sizes and transfers it to a re-regression (RR) module to calculate the bias for 

adjusting the location of the box. This process generates the final bounding box based on Soft-

NMS. 

6.2 Drone-based Tracking for Data Collections 

This study proposed a mobile base-station system that would solve the problem of the existing 

fixed method of collecting data accumulated in a collar node worn on a deer during the 

experiment. Researchers should continuously maintain the location of the listener node within 

a range of tens of meters compared to the location of the deer to obtain data accumulated in 

collar nodes worn by them. The proposed mobile base-station system adopted an automatic 

tracking system of drones as shown in Fig. 15, instead of an existing fixed method requiring 

the placement of listener nodes in a certain location. When the data is exchanged between the 

collar node worn on a deer and the listener node, both nodes should be located in an available 

transmit and within range until data collection is complete. The existing method requires a 
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fixed positioning of the listener node in an area where a deer wearing a collar node primarily 

lives. For this reason, problems arise when the deer wearing the collar node exits the 

transmitting and receiving range. The GPS-based automatic tracking system included in 

drones can be used to solve this problem where a specific deer wearing the collar node can be 

continuously tracked within the transmitting and receiving range. 

 

 
Fig. 15.  Intelligent drone-based vision and signal tracking for data collections of collared deer 

 
Table 2. Comparison of the performance of drones equipped with the follow-me function 

Component Skydio 2 DJI Mavic Pro Typhoon H Walkera Scout X4 

Recognition 

Method 

Vistion Sensor  

+ GPS 

Vistion Sensor  

+ GPS 
GPS GPS 

Vision 

Tracking 
O O X X 

Signal 

Tracking 
O O O O 

Flight Time 23 min 27 min 25 min 25 min 

Max Flight 

Speed 
58 km/h 50 km/h 70 km/h 60 km/h 

Camera Pixel 45 MP 12.7 MP 12.4 MP 13 MP 

Wind 

Resistance 
40 km/h 29 – 38 km/h 32 – 67 km/h 30 km/h 

Flight Height 4.5 km 5 km 0.122 km 0.3 km 

 

Recently developed drones generally include cameras and a follow-me function that 

focuses on a photographic function. The follow-me function is as an automatic tracking system 

that detects a particular object through GPS-based location identification or the combination 

of the above-mentioned method and vision recognition. Because this function can be used to 

identify the location of a transmitter equipped with the GPS, it can be used to identify the 

location of a deer by detecting the GPS included in the collar node worn on the deer to 
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automatically track the deer on the move, and collect data from the collar node. Table 2 

compares the performance of well-known drones equipped with the follow-me function. 

Drones such as Typoon H [34] and Walkera Scout X4 [35] can identify and track the 

location of the transmitter using the GPS-based follow-me function. Recently released drones 

include an enhanced version of the follow-me function in which vision recognition is 

additionally applied to detect a moving object and ultimately increase the performance of 

tracking objects. Representative drones applying the latest follow-me function, such as Skydio 

2 [36] and DJI Mavic Pro [37], can detect moving objects in videos recorded by cameras 

included in them and automatically track certain objects selected by remote controllers. In this 

regard, the tracking performance of drones is expected to be enhanced by the application of 

vision recognition to the existing GPS-based deer tracking method. 

6.3 Intelligent Analysis of Behavior Patterns 

Table 3. AI behavior pattern analysis algorithms 

Algorithm Data Collection Kind Recognition Result Based 

Technology 

PRNN 

GPS + 

Environmental Data 

(terrain, weather) 

Long-billed 
Repeated 

movement pattern 

RNN, CNN, 

LSTM,  

Random Forest 

H2O-DL GPS + TDR 

Shags, 

Guillemots, 

Razorbills 

Repeated diving 

pattern for hunting 

H2O, Artificial 

Neural Network 

moveHMM GPS 
Wild 

Haggis 

Repeated 

movement pattern 
HMM 

SECA GPS Traveler 
Domain-based 

movement pattern 

CNN,  

Semi-Supervised 

Markov 

chain+MNL 
GPS Human 

Domain-based 

movement pattern 

HMM, 

MultiNomial logit 

 

The state-of-the-art AI algorithms for animal pattern analysis can efficiently and accurately 

analyze and predict behavior patterns using data of deer location and interactions collected in 

wild environments. Various types of pattern recognition AI algorithms [38-44] can be used to 

analyze animal behavior patterns, and such pattern data can be applied to predict animal 

behaviors. Therefore, several studies [38, 39] on animal behavior pattern analysis have been 

conducted. Table 3 compares different algorithms [40-44] which can analyze behavior 

patterns using data of the location and interactions of wild animals and people. 

The predictive recurrent neural network (PRNN) [40] is an algorithm applying the adjusted 

recurrent neural network (RNN) based on deep learning and used to analyze animal behavior 

patterns and predict their movements. It uses a RandomForest algorithm to interpolate the 

animal data obtained based on the GPS.Both data of animal behavior patterns and 

characteristics of the wild environment in which they live are used in the interpolation process. 

Interpolated data is converted to a density image that represents a trend of animal movements 

through grouping. The PRNN learns the data transformed into an image using PredRNN++ 

composing a 5-layer cascade long short-term memory (LSTM) to generate a model and predict 

animal movements. 

H2O-DL [41] is an algorithm that performs learning based solely on GPS data and 

establishes artificial neural networks using an open source platform called H2O in R to predict 

animal movements. This algorithm uses data collected from the GPS, and the size of an input 
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layer varies depending on the number of input variables. Four hidden layers are included, and 

each layer is made up of 20 to 1,000 hidden nodes. This algorithm [41] predicted the location 

of the diving movements by training this algorithm to learn data from three different types of 

seaweeds collected from the GPS. 

MoveHMM [42] is an algorithm that can analyze and predict data of animal behaviors 

using hidden Markov models (HMMs) in R. The HMM is one of the Markov models and 

includes an observation state and a hidden state. The observation state is used to estimate the 

hidden state. A time sequence is crucial to the analysis and prediction of animal behaviors 

where these behaviors have a continuous relationship. In this sense, this algorithm learns data 

in accordance with a time sequence instead of a random approach to generate a model. 

Algorithms for analyzing human behavior patterns instead of wild animals based on the 

location of smartphones and activity sensors can carry out precise and accurate predictions 

through deep learning. These algorithms can also be applied to the analysis of animal pattern. 

A semi-supervised convolutional autoencode (SECA) [43] is an algorithm that predicts the 

following location by learning both a small amount of GPS data including labels and a large 

amount of GPS data not including labels through convolutional neural networks (CNNs) based 

on deep learning. This algorithm devices GPS data into segment sets and transforms each GPS 

segment into a 4-channel tensor. This algorithm learns the transformed GPS data, including 

labels, using a CNN classifier. In the process of learning GPS data, not including labels, it 

exchanges weight data with a convolutional-deconvolutional autoencoder (Conv-AE). When 

a GPS value is entered in the trained SECA model, the following GPS location is predicted. 

An algorithm [44] combining both a Markov chain and multinomial logit (MNL) predicts 

the next destination a traveler is expected to visit based on the GPS data only. This algorithm 

applies both the MNL algorithm and the Markov chain algorithm, which serves as the basis 

for the moveHMM algorithm mentioned above. Markov chain is one of the Markov models 

and assumes that time and status are independent and that a certain status depends only on a 

directly prior status. This algorithm [44] applies the MNL model, one of the habit-based 

models, as well because traveler’s travelling habits are reflected when the traveler selects a 

destination. 

7. Future Work 

Behavioral pattern analysis and prediction methods can be applied to predict the spread of 

epidemics based on the continuous collection of data of wild animal movements, as shown in 

the previous study [45]. The advice to the public announced by the World Health Organization 

(WHO) [46] states that people and animal movements have been restricted and controlled as 

a result of the global spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in 2020, which implies 

the severity of epidemics spread by movements. Applying behavioral pattern analysis and 

prediction methods in combination with epidemic spread prediction algorithms will help 

managers and civil servants in the public health department to prevent the spread of epidemics. 

With regard to studies predicting the spread of epidemics such as COVID-19 [47, 48] predicted 

the spread of infectious diseases affected by environmental factors, such as climate according 

to latitude, weather, and air pollution. Studies on predicting the spread of infectious diseases 

affected by movements are as follows: Disease propagation estimation studies [49, 50] 

predicted the spread of Influenza A virus subtype (H1N1) based on movements in 2009. 

Research [51] predicted the spread of Ebola virus disease (EVD) which occurred severely 

between 2014 and 2016 using movement models. Research [52] predicted the spread and peak 

of COVID-19 in 2020 by employing a SEIR model that applied deep learning based on the 
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LSTM. Other propagation researches [53, 54] also predicted the spread of COVID-19 by using 

a susceptible-infected-removed (SIR) model, a fundamental model for predicting the spread 

of epidemics.  

Additionally, the drone research for collecting collar data in real time is limited to the 

battery life during the flight time. Most commercial drones can have a flight only about half 

hour and it needed to charge the batteries within 60 - 90 minutes [55]. We expect that the 

limitation of drones is improved to effectively collect data from deer collar. 

8. Conclusion 

Our system ultimately operates with very low-cost and minimal-resource motes that were 

shown to robustly function in harsh outdoor environments for an extended period of time. 

Listener nodes were shown to successfully collect the DTN node data from the deer collars 

during the tracking experiment period. Existing methods for approaching and detecting wild 

deer within a range of 8 km based on VHF receivers have limitations, such as a long detection 

time and passive detection. To circumvent these issues, this study proposed a drone-based 

method for the rapid detection of deer. In addition, an experiment was conducted to detect the 

location of a deer wearing a collar node within a range of hundreds of meters. A drone can be 

used as a mobile base-station, to track the location of the fast moving deer based on vision 

recognition and signal tracking and to collect data accumulated in the collar node. The 

proposed AI detection method facilitated efficient data collection with less time required.  

In addition, this study analyzed state-of-the-art AI pattern analysis algorithms, which were 

used to identify repeated patterns in the deer location data and interactions gleaned from the 

collar node. The analytical results of these algorithms can be used to identify repeated 

behaviors and patterns of animals more efficiently and accurately. In addition, this study 

examined various types of epidemic spread algorithms that have recently been developed. 

Both analytical results on pattern analysis and epidemic spread are expected to be combined 

and applied to prevent epidemics through animal behavior prediction. Our system and the 

intelligent researches were ultimately found to operate robustly in an outdoor wilderness 

environment for the duration of the research study. We believe that our design can be used to 

collect actual data for wild animal behavior tracking, if the base stations are installed in more 

locations and for longer period time, which increased the probability of data collection. We 

hope this Wildsense system can be used to assist wilderness biologists and ecologists in more 

precisely tracking and monitoring the movement and interaction patterns of free ranging deer 

and other wild animals in the future.  
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